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Where We Are Now
117 22

Units Purchased Under Contract

Properties

FORD AVE ROW HOUSING PROPERTIES
We are still driving rents up to market through strategic 
increases as well as unit turns. Management has also been 
successful in bringing “legacy” tenants rental rates up and these 
tenants are happy because they see their community is being 
taken care of expediently and upgrades being made as needed.

KELLY POINTES APARTMENTS
Electric service panels across all 29 units are being upgraded. This 
project will be complete by end of Q2. Our new signage for these 
properties will also be installed before the month of April ends. 
The 12 unit building has also gone thru and completed the 
process to renew its rental certification. Management is now 
underway to get the other 2 buildings complete.

PARK EAST APARTMENTS
The city certification process is underway here as well and will be 
completed this quarter. The DCP team is also in the process to 
appeal our most recent property tax increase for Park East.

Operations

RENT INCREASES FORD AND KELLY
Across these properties we have been turning units as they 
become vacant and achieving our new rental rate. We also have 
been implementing rent increases across these properties on 
existing tenants to keep up with the market and inflation. To date 
management has been able to get 34.6% of the units in this 
portfolio up to market rate. This is faster than originally projected 
and we are aiming to have all of these rents optimized by July.

Airport Apartments
Our most recent purchase is a quiet 20 unit in Waterford Twp. We 
are currently finalizing bids to replace the roof of 1 of the 2 
buildings as well as some exterior trim and siding work. There will 
also be interior upgrades: LVT floors and paint as well as other 
upgrades as needed. 

RENT INCREASES PARK EAST
Since closing we have leased 5 more units at even higher rates 
than we projected and higher than the units we leased prior to 
closing. Also, 6% of the units have accepted our rental increases. 
We will continue to implement our business plan in tranches in 
order to bring the property up to its true market potential.
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Revenue & Projections

Gross Rents Collected

Gross Rent Projections

Total rent collected at the Kelly Pointes Apartments, Ford Ave row 
houses, and Park East during Q1 was $148,345.3

 $51,250.33 gross rents for Kelly Pointes Apartment
 $25,839 gross rents for the Ford Ave properties




The chart to the right shows the current monthly rent rolls per 
property in the yellow bars. The blue bars show what we believe 
we will get each property’s rent roll to by end of Q2. The following 
shows the monthly increase we are projecting per property

 Ford Ave -  $5,545 (43% increase
 Kelly Pointes - $2,780 (12.8% increase
 Park East - $4,785 (14.2% increase
 Airport Apartments - $2,770 (26.4% increase)

Our business plans on all the assets we have purchased are moving faster than projected and 
exceeding expectations. In this rising interest rate environment, we aim to expedite the stabilization 
process in order to be in a position to refinance properties sooner. As stated previously, management 
believes the rents at Kelly and Ford Ave will be raised to our new market standard across the board by 
the end of July.
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Looking Forward

Market Conditions

Based on market conditions, management has decided to stay distributions this quarter in order to accelerate the business plan to 
get the properties fully stabilized faster. Notwithtanding, the distribution plan remains intact with a 5% preferred return to 
investors.



Obviously we all see inflation rising more than we’ve seen in over a decade. In response to this, and in hopes to curb inflation, 
interest rates are also on a sharp incline. 



We believe real estate, specifically apartment buildings such as those DCP targets, is one of the best inflation hedges available to 
investors. This is the reason even more capital and investors are moving into real estate in order to protect their buying power from 
the high inflation we are currently seeing. This is putting continued pressure on CAP rates to compress with the increase in 
demand chasing a smaller supply of deals. Market rental rates are contuing to rise and increase the NOI of most apartment 
buildings also creating higher values for properties. At the same time these two growth factors are happening, interest rates are 
quickly increasing. Under normal circumstances this would cause CAP rates to rise (dropping values of apartment buildings), but 
due to the previous two factors values are staying strong currently and even rising in the midst of the rate increases.



In closing we believe apartment buildings offer a lot of advantages to investors especially in this time of uncertainty. This being the 
case, values will remain or even grow a bit further this year. The DCP team will continue to find and operate under-valued real estate 
to create maximum value and increase cashflows which is the best way we know to not only protect our capital, but to grow it.



                                                                                            *No distributions to be made Q1 2022*



We recently placed another asset under contract. A 22 unit apartment building consisting of all 2 
bedroom units near Airport Apartments, our most recent acquisition. This deal has a lot of value for 
our team to add by raising rents and increasing efficiencies as we are doing at our other assets. The 
close proximity to Airport apartments also gives us some operating efficiencies in this market. Not 
only will it give us more scale, but it also gives us a nice unit mix since Airport consists of 20 one 
bedroom units while this new asset consists of 22 two bedroom units.



The team at Divergent Capital Partners has been working very hard to carry out our business plan for 
all current assets as has been demonstrated in this report. We also have been actively finding more 
properties that fit our buying criteria to add into this Fund. There are multiple properties we are 
currently vetting and moving further along in our process in order to purchase some of the assets that 
meet our criteria. 


